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Astronomers’ Experimental Tools?
Astronomers’ only tool is Light!



Quantum physics tells us - Light is special!

Particle Wave Duality

Light has particle properties and wave properties

Wavelength λ 

"It seems as though we must use sometimes the one theory and sometimes 
the other, while at times we may use either. We are faced with a new kind of 
difficulty. We have two contradictory pictures of reality; separately neither of 
them fully explains the phenomena of light, but together they do"

Einstein:

(first postulated by Louis de Broglie and further developed by Erwin Schrödinger)



Hydrogen Emission Lines - Balmer Series

HαHβHγHδ

Absorption Line Spectrum of 
the Sun - Fraunhofer Lines

6563 Å
(3-2)

4861 Å
(4-2)

4340 Å
(5-2)

4102 Å
(6-2)

Light interacting 
with Matter



Imaging and Spectroscopy

Prism Spectroscopy
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Large Synoptic Survey 
Telescope (LSST)

Sloan Digital Sky Survey 
(SDSS)

LSST simulated 3 color image



Distances?

redshift:  λobs-λem/λem = z ⇒ λobs  = λem(1 + z)

Sun vs cluster of galaxies

Expansion of the Universe ⇒ Objects moving away from each other (the larger 
                       the distance, the larger the velocity and the larger              
                       the redshift)

Hubble’s Law:  v = H0 D

velocity & redshift: v=cz

Needs to be calibrated!



Distances Ladder

log(D) [pc]

Bothun 1998
Parallax

Willick 1999

Cepheids

Period - Luminosity 
Relation

Henrietta Leavitt
(1908)

M - m = 5log(d/pc) - 5

distance modulus

Supernovae SNIa

Perlmutter 1998



GALAXIES?



Galaxies or Island Universes

Greek: Galaxias  - Milky

~8.5 kpc

Halo

thick disk

thin disk

galactic center

bulge 

Halo

spheroid 
(bulge-like) 

Spiral Galaxies Elliptical Galaxies

ESO 325-G004 in Abell S740M101/NGC5457 or Pinwheel Galaxy

organized system of stars, 
gas, dust, and dark matter 

gravitationally bound 



Andromeda Galaxy -10th century by Persian 
astronomer Al-Sufi

Milky Way - Geoffrey Chaucer 14th century 
english  poet, philosopher, and astronomer 

Thomas Wright (1750) speculated nebulae 
distant MW like objects 

Immanuel Kant (1755) introduced the term 
“Island Universes”

18th-19th century catalogs of nebulae compiled
 

Charles Messier (109 bright objects), 
William + John Herschel (5000 objects base for 

NGC - introduced the term spiral nebulae)
John Dreyer - New General Catalogue (NGC)

Lord Rosse (1845) discovered spiral structure 
of M51 (Whirlpool Galaxy)

History

“Book of fixed Stars” 
al-Sufi 964 AD

replica of 6” reflector 
used by Herschel

Leviathan of Parsonstown 
72” 6-foot focal length

M51+NGC5195



The Great Debate

Harlow Shapley vs. Heber D. Curtis

Nature of Spiral Nebulae and the size of the Universe?

Washington DC,  26 April1920

https://archive.org/details/scaleofuniverse00shap



The Great Debate

Harlow Shapley vs. Heber D. Curtis

Nature of Spiral Nebulae and the size of the Universe?

Washington DC,  26 April1920

https://archive.org/details/scaleofuniverse00shap

discusses and gave their interpretation 
of the latest results on:

globular star clusters, distance measures 
(e.g. with Cepheid stars using their 

period-luminosity relation),  
the theory of stellar evolution,

(super-) novae, location of the sun, 
and properties of spiral nebulae.



Harlow Shapley Heber D. Curtis

“Recent studies of clusters and related 
subjects seem to me to leave no 
alternative to the belief that the galactic 
system is at least ten times greater in 
diameter - at least a thousand times 
larger in Volume - than recently 
supposed. ”

“It seems to me that the evidence, other
than the admittedly critical tests depending
on the size of the galaxy, is opposed to the 
view that the spirals are galaxies of stars 
comparable with our own.”

“With one, and only one exception, all known
genera of celestial objects show such a 
distribution with respect to the plane of our 
Milky Way, that there can be no reasonable 
doubt that all classes, save this one, are integral 
members of our galaxy.”

“The evidence at this present available points 
strongly to the conclusion that the spirals are 
individual galaxies, or island universes, 
comparable with our own galaxy in dimension 
and in number of component units.”



Hubble and Co.

ASTRONOMY: E. HUBBLE

corrected for solar motion. The result, 745 km./sec. for a distance of
1.4 X 106 parsecs, falls between the two previous solutions and indicates
a value for K of 530 as against the proposed value, 500 km./sec.

Secondly, the scatter of the individual nebulae can be examined by
assuming the relation between distances and velocities as previously
determined. Distances can then be calculated from the velocities cor-
rected for solar motion, and absolute magnitudes can be derived from the
apparent magnitudes. The results are given in table 2 and may be
compared with the distribution of absolute magnitudes among the nebulae
in table 1, whose distances are derived from other criteria. N. G. C. 404
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FIGURE 1
Velocity-Distance Relation among Extra-Galactic Nebulae.

Radial velocities, corrected for solar motion, are plotted against
distances estimated from involved stars and mean luminosities of
nebulae in a cluster. The black discs and full line represent the
solution for solar motion using the nebulae individually; the circles
and broken line represent the solution combining the nebulae into
groups; the cross represents the mean velocity corresponding to
the mean distance of 22 nebulae whose distances could not be esti-
mated individually.

can be excluded, since the observed velocity is so small that the peculiar
motion must be large in comparison with the distance effect. The object
is not necessarily an exception, however, since a distance can be assigned
for which the peculiar motion and the absolute magnitude are both within
the range previously determined. The two mean magnitudes, - 15.3
and - 15.5, the ranges, 4.9 and 5.0 mag., and the frequency distributions
are closely similar for these two entirely independent sets of data; and
even the slight difference in mean magnitudes can be attributed to the
selected, very bright, nebulae in the Virgo Cluster. This entirely unforced
agreement supports the validity of the velocity-distance relation in a very

PRoc. N. A. S.172

Hubble 1929

Edwin Hubble (1889-1953)

1913 - 14 lived in Louisville

Mt. Wilson 
100” reflector

1923 proves Andromeda nebula 
        is its own galaxy and not 
        part of the Milky Way

1929 Hubble and M. Humason    
- expansion of the Universe
- measure rate of expansion
- size of known Universe

found relation between redshifts of galaxies and 
distances derived from Cepheids using the 
Period - Luminosity relation from H. Leavitt

v = H0 D

Hubble constant H0 = 500 km s-1Mpc-1

Carnegie Observatories



1926 - Hubble Classification of Galaxies

19
26
CM
WC
I.
32
4.
..
.1
H

Hubble 1926

Sa-c - disk galaxies, from Sa with tightly wound arms and 
         bright central bulge, to Sc with loosely wound arms, 
         resolved into star clusters and faint, small blue bulge

Sd - later added (de Vaucouleurs 1959) class of disk galaxies 

SBa-d - show bar like structure in the center

early type late type

E  -  ellipticals, featureless, elliptical (projected)
       light distribution

S0 - lenticular, bright central bulge and 
       featureless disk



NGC 5866 / M 102
type: S0
size:  60,000ly  

18kpc
distance: 50 Mly

15 Mpc

IC 2006
type: E-S0
size:  36,000ly  

11kpc
distance: 65 Mly

20 Mpc

NGC 1300
type: SBbc 
size:  110,000ly  

34kpc
distance: 61 Mly

19 Mpc

NGC 5457 / M 101
type: Scd
size:  170,000ly  

52kpc
distance: 21 Mly

6.4 Mpc

Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) 
type: Im
size:  14,000ly  

4.3kpc
distance: 163,000 ly

50 kpc



KEY QUESTIONS



How did galaxies get to their present variety of forms?

~8.5 kpc

Halo

thick disk

thin disk
bulge (pseudo-bulge?) 

galactic center

Milky Way

Basically two morphological types of galaxies:  

1) large ellipticals with old stars and relatively little gas 

2) spiral disks with younger stars and  relatively more gas

Key question?





How did galaxies get to their present variety of forms?

~8.5 kpc

Halo

thick disk

thin disk
bulge (pseudo-bulge?) 

galactic center

Milky Way

Key question?

Two ways of studying the formation and evolution of galaxies: 

1) Detailed study of complex structure of our MW ⇒ How typical is our MW? 

2) Study of large sample of galaxies over large redshift range - z~1-9.



Two ways of studying Galaxy evolution!

indirect in situ

stellar evolution

taking snapshot of current state
star formation 

processes

Orion Nebula

Element Abundance

Snaith et al. 2015

thick 
disk

inner thin 
disk

outer thin
disk

collect detailed information in many 
wavelength regimes 

observe many different objects 
at different look-back times

ESA

Herschel observations of 
~300 galaxies in the 
COSMOS field
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how they evolve?



Two ways of studying Galaxy evolution!

indirect in situ

stellar evolution

taking snapshot of current state
star formation 

processes

Orion Nebula

Element Abundance

Snaith et al. 2015

thick 
disk

inner thin 
disk

outer thin
disk

collect detailed information in many 
wavelength regimes 

observe many different objects 
at different look-back times

ESA

Herschel observations of 
~300 galaxies in the 
COSMOS field

Problem:  only possible for Milky Way
and limited number of local galaxies!

Are these galaxies special in 
how they evolve?

Problem: only averaged results 
for classes of galaxies

How well do these averaged results 
describe specific objects?



The High Redshift Universe
How to identify galaxies at high redshift?

2.4 arcmin x 3.4 arcmin field with over 
10,000 galaxies back to a few 100 Myr 
after Big Bang

too many to observe spectrum for 
each and derive accurate redshifts

Methods needed to preselect candidates for high redshift galaxies!

ERO (Extremely Red Objects) 

- dusty star burst galaxies - red due to dust reddening 
- old passively evolving galaxies - red due to their old stellar    

          populations

DRG (Distant Red Galaxies)  

- dusty, massive (1011-12 M☉) star burst galaxies with  high star 
formation rates (SFR ~ 100 M☉ yr-1)  

- selected using color criteria (J-K > 2.3 at z > 2)

van Dokkum et al. 2006

submm-Galaxies

- selected using submm observations 
(e.g. ALMA)

- extremely high SFRs (~ 1000 M☉ yr-1) 
- stellar masses ~1011 M☉ 
- dust masses 109-10 M☉

Damped Lyman α Absorbers (DLAs)
Lyman Alpha Emitters (LAEs)

identified due to their strong 
absorption or emission of Lyα 

photons



Lyman break at 
912 Å at z~1

NUVFUV

Lyman Break Galaxies benchmark against other high-z galaxies (Steidel et al. 1993)

allow for  selection of star-forming galaxies in a 
consistent manner over z~1-9

selection by depth of absorption of 
Lyman continuum

Lyman break  selection adds bias: galaxies 
must be actively star-forming

Star formation at high redshift



Dropout Technique

GALEX ESO WFI+2.2m HST ISAAC+VLT Spitzer

selection of star forming galaxies at redshifts z>1

z=0
z=2

Lyman break



z>9 Lyman break galaxy candidates

Oesch et al. 2013

Oesch et al. 2013

Target the highest redshift galaxies

Ellis et al. 2013 current record holder with z~11.9



Very highest redshift galaxies push limit for start of the re-ionization of the 
Universe!



very young (~100 Myr), low mass (~109 M⊙) LBGs (Verma et al. 2007) 
~1% local mass density  

compact “primordial” galaxies with <SFR> ~ 40 M⊙  

10x more massive, hosting large part of SFR + dusty LIRGs (Shim et al. 2007) 
only 30% lower mass (109 M⊙) systems (Verma et al. 2007) 

LIRG type LBGs contribute significantly to SFR density at this epoch

z>9 most distant star forming galaxies discovered (e.g. Bouwens et al. 2010; Lehnert et al. 
2010; Ellis et al. 2013)  => epoch of re-ionization  
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very young (~100 Myr), low mass (~109 M⊙) LBGs (Verma et al. 2007) 
~1% local mass density  

compact “primordial” galaxies with <SFR> ~ 40 M⊙  

10x more massive, hosting large part of SFR + dusty LIRGs (Shim et al. 2007) 
only 30% lower mass (109 M⊙) systems (Verma et al. 2007) 

LIRG type LBGs contribute significantly to SFR density at this epoch

z>9 most distant star forming galaxies discovered (e.g. Bouwens et al. 2010; Lehnert et al. 
2010; Ellis et al. 2013)  => epoch of re-ionization  

complex population of LBGs with red (dusty, massive) and blue subpopulations

Lyman break shifted in the UV at z~2.5 => space based observations (GALEX, 
WFC3) + ground-based u-band needed to find LBGs

first studies using FUV-dropouts (Burgarella et al. 2006,2007; Haberzettl et al. 
2009; Oteo et al. 2013) significant fraction of SF hosted in red subpopulation  
majority of LBGs disk-dominated, only few spheroids (Burgarella et al. 2006) 

ongoing significant interaction and merger activity  
small fraction of SFR contributed by LBGs 
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➡ global star formation rate peaks 
around z~1-3 (e.g. Madau et al. 2014) 

➡ disk formation in MW progenitors (e.g. 
Snaith et al. 2014; Lehnert et al. 
subm.; van Dokkum et al. 2013) 

➡ substantial bulge growth - occurred 
together with disk growth over            
1 < z < 2.5 with disk growth continuing 
beyond z < 1 (thin disk formation?)

Madau et al. 2014

thick disk

thin disk

Snaith et al. 2014

Key Era at z~1-3



Milky Way type disk galaxies

~8.5 

Halo

thick 

thin 
bulge (pseudo-

galactic 



➡ global star formation rate peaks 
around z~1-3 (e.g. Madau et al. 2014) 

➡ disk formation in MW progenitors (e.g. 
Snaith et al. 2014; Lehnert et al. 
subm.; van Dokkum et al. 2013) 

➡ substantial bulge growth - occurred 
together with disk growth over            
1 < z < 2.5 with disk growth continuing 
beyond z < 1 (thin disk formation?)

Madau et al. 2014

thick disk

thin disk

Snaith et al. 2014

Key Era at z~1-3



STAR FORMING 
GALAXIES IN THE 

OBSERVED UV FRAME



z=0
z=2

Lyman break

Lyman break in the observed UV for z<2.5

Atmosphere opaque for UV



Selection of z~2 LBGs:  GOODS-S  

GALEX ESO WFI+2.2m HST ISAAC+VLT Spitzer

GALEX space based observations + GOODS-S ground-based u-band + support  
data from observed optical to mid-IR



BM/BX

two approaches: NUV dropout and NUV selected (FUV dropout) 

additional color selection criteria derived from various model SEDs with 
z~1 - 3 

selection allows for selection of redder and/or more evolved galaxies 
compared to BM/BX method (Steidel et al. 2004)

GOODS-S z~2 LBG sample



NUV > 26.7
B �R � �0.53
U �B � 0.7(B �R)� 0.04
B �R � 0.3(U �B) + 0.56
U �B � (B �R + 1.22

FUV > 26.2
NUV � U � 1.5

U �B � �0.4
U �B � 2.59

67 LBG selected combining dropout and color selection criteria

sample cleaned for stellar contamination using stellar catalog for the CDF-S 
(Groenewegen et al. 2002) 

➡ 10 % of the dropout and 47% of the NUV selected rejected as stars

Color selection criteria



Photometric Redshifts

compare measure magnitudes to variety of 
model templates

shifting templates in redshift space 
+

photometric redshift zphot

UV

optical

NIR
mid-IR

emission line spectrum

Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS)



HyperZ - photometric redshift approach

�dzo�set� = 0.13
�zrms = 0.24

�zrms = 0.198
�dzo�set� = 0.095

�zrms,3� � 5%

�zrms,3� � 14%

GOODS-S

Haberzettl et al. 2012



PEGASE - Fioc & Rocca-Volmerange (1997)

Spectral Energy Distribution - PEGASE 

(Projet d’Etude des GAlaxies par Synthèse Evolutive)

Star Formation History

PEGASE - library of several thousand model SEDs with:

chemical consistent evolution

no in- and outflows (closed box approach)

no extinction due to dust considered at this time
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PEGASE  (isochrone 
method)



SED fitting 

Star Formation History

Observables



SED fitting 

Star Formation History

Observables
Flux [Fi] observed in i=n bands



SED fitting 

Star Formation History

Observables
Flux [Fi] observed in i=n bands

distance/
redshift z



SED fitting 

Star Formation History

Mass
Age Star Formation Rate

Extinction

Observables
Flux [Fi] observed in i=n bands

distance/
redshift z



Heart of current computational resources

SUPERMICRO Server

- Dual 2.6 GHz CPU with 32 core
- 64 GB RAM
- 32 TB disk space



Great Observatories Origins Deep Survey - GOODS
South

X-ray

UV

optical 
to 

NIR

mid-IR

far-IR

Radio



Great Observatories Origins Deep Survey - GOODS
South

X-ray

UV

optical 
to 

NIR

mid-IR

far-IR

Radio

UV
optical

NIR
mid-IR



SED fitting results
majority with constant SFR (11%) or expon. decreasing SFR with long decay 
times τ = 1500 - 5000 Myr (61%) 
20% expon. decreasing with τ = 100 - 1500 Myr 
8% exponential decreasing with τ = 10 - 100 Myr (starburst) 

all but one best represented by dust reddened models with AV =  0-2 (84% 
with AV > 0.5 and 52% with AV > 1) 
<AV> = 1.1 ± 0.5



ages:              4Myr -  3Gyr 
stellar mass:  9x108 - 2x1010 M⊙ 

SFR:              up to 270 M⊙ yr-1 

       <SFR> = 50 ± 53 M⊙ yr-1



young (~100 Myr)

moderate stellar 
masses

high SFRs



IR Luminous LBG candidates

20% of LBGs are detected in the Spitzer [8.0]- and [24]-bands 

median stellar masses:  7.9 ± 4.1 x 109 M⊙  (5 ± 4.1 x 109 M⊙ LBGs) 
median SFR:    84 ± 62 M⊙ yr-1      (50 ± 53 M⊙ yr-1 LBGs) 

median extinction:   <AV> = 1.4 ± 0.8     (1.1 ± 0.5 LBGs) 



slightly higher extinction - <AV> = 0.3 - 0.9 for LBGs at z ~ 3-5 
(Shapley et al. 2001, Verma et al. 2007, Yabe et al. 2009) 

moderate masses comparable to z~3-5 LBGs 

SFRs higher than derived for BM/BX (Shapley et al. 2005),  
comparable to z~3-5 LBGs (Shapley et al. 2001, Yabe et al 2009)

Comparison with other populations
LBGs

ILLBGs

moderate masses ~ 8x109 M⊙ - comparable to z~1 LBGs  
(Nilsson et al. 2011),  

more massive at z~3 (Rigopoulou et al. 2006, Shim et al. 2007) 

slightly higher extinction than z~3, comparable to z~1 LBGs 



Morphology of LBG sample

3”

3”

drop LBG drop ILLBG NUV sel LBG NUV sel ILLBG

drop LBG drop LBG drop ILLBG NUV sel LBG

majority disk like structures, minority compact 
majority with at least one close (<3”) neighbor or disturbed disk structure => 

merger candidate  
ILLBGs: 80% disk like, 20% compact 

                                   50% disturbed appearance (indication for merger)



DUST PROPERTIES OF 
z~2 LBGs



Herschel - Access to the far-IR

FOV:   1.75’ x 3.5’ (2048 and 512 pixel) 
bands: 70 µm, 100 µm, and 160 µm 
Resolution: 1.2” and 2.4” 
Beam Size: 5.2”, 7.7”, and 12”

Herschel: 3.5 m FIR telescope covering 70 µm to 500 µm

PACS - Photodetector Array Camera and Spectrometer

SPIRE - Spectral and Photometric Imaging Receiver

FOV:   4’ x 8’ (139, 88, and 43 pixel) 
bands: 250 µm, 350 µm, and 500 µm 
Resolution: 6”, 8.3”, and 10.8” 
Beam Size: 18”, 24”, and 36”

PEP (PACS Evolutionary Probe)  -  6 survey fields, 2 z~1 clusters, 10 lensing clusters 
HerMES (Herschel Multi-tiered Extragalactic Survey) - 10 deg2 in various fields



Herschel Observations
PEP (PACS Evolutionary Probe) 160 µm HerMES (Herschel Multi-tiered  

Extragalactic Survey) 250 µm

GOODS-S: FOV-10’x15’  Texp = 113 h 
filter-bands:    70 µm,  100 µm,  160 µm 
3𝜎-sensitivities: 1.8 mJy, 2.0 mJy,  4.0 mJy

GOODS-S: FOV-10’x15’  Texp = 113 h 
filter-bands:   250 µm,  350 µm,  500 µm 
3𝜎-sensitivities: 8.0 mJy,  6.6 mJy,  9.6 mJy



Object ID MIPS 24 PACS 70 PACS 100 PACS 160 SPIRE 250 SPIRE 350 SPIRE 500

9180

9818

10186

10397

11800



S� = A��B(�, Tdust) with � = 1.5

B(�, Tdust) =
2h�3

c

2
1

e
h�

kBTdust � 1

Mdust =
S250D2

L

�250B(�, Tdust)

modified blackbody

Tdust

Tdust = 19 - 68 K 

Mdust = (0.8 - 2.9)x108 M⊙



MAGPHYS (da Cunha et al. 2012)

two modified blackbody components

lTd
� = ��B�(T�)

�� �

0
d� ��B�(Td)

��1

with �� � ��

FIR       emission from dust grains  
             in thermal equilibrium 

Twarm = 45 - 60 K 
Tcold   = 17 - 25 K

Mdust = (0.1 - 33)x108 M⊙

Md � 1.1(MBC
w + MISM

w + MISM
c )



UV vs. IR Luminosity

FIR: LIR = (2.6 - 240) x 1010 L⊙  
UV:  LUV = (1 - 3.6) x 1010 L⊙

Oteo et al. (2013): z~1 UV selected 
sample of LBGs detected with PACS

FIR: ⟨LIR⟩ = 5.0 x 1010 L⊙  
UV:  ⟨LUV⟩ = 1.3 x 1010 L⊙

LBGs z~3   
(Davies et al. 2013)

LIR from 24 µm
LIR from FIR  

Magdis et al. (2010): stacked z~3 
LBGs

FIR: ⟨LIR⟩ = 1.6 x 1012 L⊙ 



Mdust MAGPHYS
Mdust simple blackbody
SMG z~5-6.5  
(Michalowski et al. 2010)
Virgo Cluster   
(Davies et al. 2010)
KINGFISH   
(Kennicutt et al. 2011)
LBGs z~3   
(Davies et al. 2013)

Dust Mass vs. Stellar Mass

blackbody: Mdust = (0.8 - 2.9)x108 M⊙ 
MAGPHYS: Mdust = (0.1 - 33)x108 M⊙

PEGASE: Mstellar = (7.4 - 18)x109 M⊙

ILLBGs z~2



LBGs z~3   
(Davies et al. 2013)

SFRIR (MAGPHYS)
SFRUV 

SFR vs. Stellar Mass

MS for star forming gal. z~1 
(Elbaz et al. 2011)

SFRUV = 2.5 - 9.1 M⊙ yr-1 

SFRIR = 4.5 - 38 M⊙ yr-1 

SFRSED = 1 - 195 M⊙ yr-1

SFRUV = 2.5� 10�10M�yr�1erg�1sL�1
�

SFRUV = 4.5� 10�44M�yr�1erg�1sL�1
�

SFRtotal = 7 - 47 M⊙ yr-1 

⟨SFRtotal⟩ = 10 ± 17 M⊙ yr-1

Oteo et al. (2013): z~1 ⟨SFRtotal⟩ = 91 ± 22 M⊙ yr-1

IR



➡ 5 ILLBGs detected in at least 3 of the 6 Herschel bands 

➡ 3 ILLBGs detected in only 2 of the 6 Herschel bands 

➡ dust temperatures between 20 - 60 K 

➡ dust masses Mdust = (0.1 - 33)x108 M⊙ 

➡ LIR = (2.6 - 240) x 1010 L⊙ comparable to star forming galaxies with 1 ULIRG 
(>1012 L⊙) 

➡ supporting trend observed by Oteo et al. (2013) - FIR emission of LBGs has 
changed with redshift from z~3 to 1  

➡ dustiest LBGs z ∼ 3 with more prominent FIR emission and higher SFR   for 
a given stellar mass than the dustiest LBGs found at z ∼ 1

Summary of FIR results 



FUTURE PROJECTS



Dust content in Lyman Galaxies at z~2  
additional fields observed by Herschel in the Far-IR 

COSMOS

E-CDFS

EGS

PEP (100,160µm) 
- 7.5 mJy, 16.35 mJy

HerMES (250, 350, 500µm) 
- 8 mJy, 6.6 mJy, 9.5 mJy

PEP (100,160µm) 
- 6.3 mJy, 13.1 mJy

HerMES (250, 350, 500µm) 
- 8 mJy, 6.6 mJy, 9.6 mJy

PEP (100,160µm) 
- 5.8 mJy, 12.3 mJy

HerMES (250, 350, 500µm) 
- 10.7 mJy, 8.9 mJy, 12.8 mJytotal area:  ~2.5 deg2 (from currently 0.04 deg2)



GALEUS - GALaxy Evolution UV Survey

extended galaxy evolution study in the observed UV frame 
public available fields with deep GALEX  imaging and prism 

spectroscopy 

Large Scale Structure (LSS) studies using UV selected  
       quasar sample => characterization of LSS candidates  

 via quasars and galaxies => search for LSS on scales  
 >3-5 Mpc  

extended search for 1<z<3 LBGs 

fields with deep GALEX imaging and spectroscopy: 
CDF-S, HDF-S, COSMOS, AEGIS, NOAO DWS, LQG survey



Galaxy disk growth at z~0.5 -3
HST UV to NIR imaging data (Giavalisco et al. 2004, CANDELS)

F435W F850LP F435W - F850LP



➡ global star formation rate peaks 
around z~1-3 (e.g. Madau et al. 2014) 

➡ disk formation in MW progenitors (e.g. 
Snaith et al. 2014; Lehnert et al. 
subm.; van Dokkum et al. 2013) 

➡ substantial bulge growth - occurred 
together with disk growth over            
1 < z < 2.5 with disk growth continuing 
beyond z < 1 (thin disk formation?)

Madau et al. 2014

thick disk

thin disk

Snaith et al. 2014

Key Era at z~1-3



Future looks exciting! 


